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Breaking The First Wall

Stage: a marked out rectangle on the left of  the stage -  this is  “JEFF’s home”.  In
“JEFF’s Home” there is a single sized duvet representing his bed, a small box with his
stuff in and a chair and desk with a tablet on top (all this will take up most of the
space in the rectangle - it is a very small room). On the right sharing a “Wall” is the
mirror image of this which is “DAN’s Home”.

JEFF (late 20s to early 30s) is under the duvet asleep. The tablet starts playing some
bland techno music – a morning alarm. JEFF stirs sits up, yawning.

DAN (about the same age) is asleep under his duvet; he hears the alarm through the
“wall”. He raises his head above the duvet annoyed it’s woken him. Throws the duvet
back over his head as if to try and get more sleep.

JEFF
(groaning as just awoken)

No, not now.

JEFF gets out of bed and stretches, he is wearing a shapeless grey T-Shirt and grey
jogging bottoms. He goes over to the desk and turns the down the music on his tablet.

A FIGURE dressed in  black (can’t  really  make out  anything  about them)  appears
outside of the JEFF’s Home carrying several paper “take away” bags.

FIGURE
Breakfast, for a JeffWilson12

JEFF
Thanks. Hang on.

JEFF grabs his dishes from his dinner last night and exchanges them for a bag. From 
which he pulls out a receipt.

JEFF
Yep that’s what I ordered.

The FIGURE takes the dishes and goes next door.

JEFF takes his breakfast to his desk and sits down starts eating it.  Whilst eating
JEFF causally flicks across the screen of his tablet as if surfing the web.

(CONTINUED)
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FIGURE
Breakfast for a DanGoodLooking48

DAN gets out of bed he’s wearing about the same as JEFF.

DAN
That’s me. Thanks, hang on.

DAN grabs his dishes from his dinner last night and exchanges them for a bag. From 
which he pulls out a receipt.

DAN
Yep that’s what I ordered.

The FIGURE takes the dishes and exits. DAN takes his breakfast back to bed, clearly 
annoyed he’s been disturbed.

DAN
(mumbling)

I must get round to changing what time it comes.

JEFF is still browsing the web but he presses his tablet and the music stops replaced 
by a NEWS- READER’s voice.

NEWSREADER
... the rise in inflation is likely to lead to further increases in rents throughout the

country and has got experts predicating a rise in interest rates for the next quarter.
For more on these stories see our news page linked on citizen.radio.co.uk.

ADVERT 1
Sick of ordering the same dinners every week? Feel you need something that extra
special to impress? Go to www.refined.com to order from our new range of luxury
meals at great prices. Remember we deliver to separate addresses if you want to

impress on a good night in.

JEFF finishes  his  breakfast  and tries  a  couple  of  press  ups  and  sit  ups.  Strains
something.

JEFF
(loudly so DAN hears and looks annoyed over at JEFF’s home again)

OUCH!

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF takes a toothbrush from his box and brushes his teeth. He takes out of the box a
smart shirt and tie and puts them on.

ADVERT 2
Finding all that good food having an effect? Not getting the exercise you once did?
Go to www.inshape.co.uk to see our range of exercise programmes to get you back

in shape. At competitive rates we can set you up with your own personal trainer and
specific hours training window where they can coach you though our app. Yes you

can get your exercise without needing to leave your home.

JEFF takes a keyboard out of his box and, turning the radio off, sets the tablet up as
a screen against the wall. He starts typing.

A ringtone.  JEFF stops  typing  and picks  up  the  tablet,  puts  an  earphone  in  and
answers the call.

JEFF
Good Morning, MC Logistics, Jeff speaking.

Steven, how are you? Yeah fine thanks. Yeah I got that just now. I’ve had about a
hundred emails since last night, suddenly I’m popular. Ok no worries I can do that.
I’ll ask Zoë to prioritise the Hickman report. I’ll message her now. We can try and get

it sent out by COB today. Great, thanks.

JEFF takes out the earphone and starts typing again. During the conversation DAN
gets up does a few press ups and throws on a brightly coloured hooded top. He picks
up his tablet and sits on his desk.
Another ringtone, this time different. JEFF puts the earphone back in.

JEFF
Dan, hello.

DAN
Hi mate, you ok?

JEFF
Yeah fine, I’m in the middle of work so don’t have much time. Got a million things

on.

DAN
Well that’s the benefits of being a man of leisure.

JEFF
Watching box sets all day on Netfilms and calling me when you are bored?

(CONTINUED)
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DAN

Not just you. Don’t think yourself special, I have a vast social life.

JEFF
So do I, and I’ve got more friends than you do.

DAN
Yeah but you’re a Requester. I’m an Accepter – I can’t remember the last request I

sent. I get so many requests there’s some I’ve no idea I’d accepted, must have
chatted to them somewhere before, some forum or other.

JEFF
So are you interrupting my working day to show off about your friends or that you

don’t have a job?

DAN
I’m happy to do either, but was wondering if you were free this evening.

DAN gets off the desk and starts wondering around his apartment.

JEFF
Oh.

DAN
The match is on and I’ve got a subscription to watch it, I can link up to five friends

in.

JEFF
(as if he’s holding a secret but he really wants to tell)

Cool thanks, but sorry I can’t I’ve got other plans.

DAN
Really? What?

JEFF
Oh ok, I’ve got a chat lined up with this girl.

DAN
Have you now? Who is she?

JEFF
Her name’s Ellie, well I assume so; her username is Ellie165. I met her on this app a
few days ago, we’ve messaged a few times. I asked if we could talk today. Just want

to check she’s not a chatbot, don’t want to fall for that again.
(CONTINUED)
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DAN
We’ve all be there.

JEFF
Yeah. I’m thinking I might order a dinner for us.

DAN
You’ve got her address? Well done you...

JEFF
Well I haven’t, not yet. But I’m hoping I might get it tonight. There’s this company

that you can order dinner through they’ll deliver it to two different addresses so it’s a
good excuse to ask.

DAN
That’s just you being a bit of a creep, isn’t it?

JEFF
I like to think of it as subtle.

DAN
Well don’t try and creep your way to my address.

JEFF
Why would I? Don’t need it, got your e-contact info... Anyway for calling me a

Requester, you’re always the one who contacts me.

JEFF now stands up and is wondering around his home.

DAN
Only trying to be nice. Sure you don’t want to watch the match instead? It’s the

premium package, no adverts.

JEFF
Cool, hang on a minute where did you get the money to get that?

DAN
My redundancy came through. It’s so cool, I’ve signed up to loads of subscriptions
I’ve been wanting to for ages. I thought spoil myself. Starting downloading books as

well, always wanted to do more reading.

JEFF
You want to be careful, if you don’t get a job before you run out of cash...

(CONTINUED)
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DAN
Oh it’s fine I applied for a few jobs yesterday, but I just want to have a bit if fun

before I go back to the hamster wheel. Hey I’ve ordered the new Total 8.

JEFF
Really? You managed to get one? I heard the pre-order slots had all been filled

already.

DAN
I must have just made the queue. When it’s released I’ll get it sent straight away.

JEFF
I’m officially jealous.

DAN
That’s why I told you.

JEFF
My tablet’s getting old, the memory is almost full so I’m deciding to either increase

the memory or upgrade.

DAN
What to?

JEFF
I’ve got the Sphere 4 and I’m happy enough with it, so I might just get the 6.

DAN
The camera was better on the Sphere 5. I think they reduced the resolution to

increase on the memory.

JEFF
What I most want is more memory; although the 5 is cheaper. They’ve just put the

rent up so I’ve got to be careful. I can just about get by at the moment.

DAN
You want a nice redundancy.

JEFF
I don’t. A friend of mine’s been looking for work for a while and he’s beginning to
panic. He says the wages they’re offering are terrible. He’s thinking he’s going to

have to share.

(CONTINUED)
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DAN
Ah no, you don’t want to share, I don’t think I could give up the independence.

DAN stops wondering, he looks around his apartment, he’s clearly pleased with it and
now a bit scared he might have to give it up. He’s resting his hand on the “wall” that
divides him from JEFF’s Home.

JEFF
Another friend of my posted a picture of his apartment, he shares, I mean it’s twice

the size of mine but having to sit at the same desk with another person all day,
especially if you are both doing different jobs... or the same I don’t know what would
be worse. Compared to what’s out there I’ve got a good job and earning alright, but

I’d dread to think what would happen if I lost this job.

DAN
The job that you’re not doing at the moment because you're chatting to me.

JEFF
Yeah that one. Nah it’s alright I’m allowed fifteen minutes break for every five hours

work I do.

DAN
Someone was saying in a forum they do shifts so at least one is asleep whilst the

other is up and working.

JEFF
That sounds horrific, you’d need to be quiet all the time. You couldn’t play your

music loud.

DAN
Well I use my headphones for everything anyway. I don’t know about yours but in
my block the walls are so thin, I’m always hearing my neighbour’s music. It’s so

annoying I’d hate to be like that to the others.

JEFF
Mine don’t seem to mind, I’ve not had any complaints. I guess I like it the old

fashioned way, no headphones.

DAN
I bet you still download, dinosaur

JEFF
Who still does that?

(CONTINUED)
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DAN
Anyway as I was saying, my neighbour to my left is a right pain. I mean first thing

this morning his alarm goes off, this dance music woke me up just ‘cos he has to go
to work. No consideration that I don’t have to and can therefore sleep for ages. Think

he hurt himself though ‘cos there was this yelp of pain, so serves him right.

JEFF
Oh

JEFF  stops  and  looks  at  the  wall  dividing  the  two  apartments.  Could  they  be
neighbours? He holds his hand against the wall mirroring DAN’s, almost but not quite
touching... no, that would be silly.

JEFF
(hesitantly and tails off)

You don’t live...

DAN
What?

JEFF drops his arm, turns his back and continues wondering.

JEFF
Nothing. Listen I’ve got to get back to work, my boss is messaging me.

DAN
Yeah, I’ve got some box sets to catch up with. See ya, let me know how it works out

with this girl... and if she’s got any friends.

DAN and JEFF end the call. JEFF sits typing away. DAN back sitting on his desk is
watching  something  on  his  tablet  with  headphones  on.  Occasionally  laughing  or
reacting.

A FIGURE dressed in  black (can’t  really  make out  anything  about them)  appears
outside of the JEFF’s Home carrying several paper “take away” bags.

FIGURE
Lunch for a JeffWilson12

JEFF
Thanks. Hang on.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF grabs his dishes from breakfast and exchanges them for a bag. From which he
pulls out a receipt.

JEFF
Yep that’s what I ordered.

The FIGURE takes the dishes and goes next door. JEFF takes his lunch to his desk
and sits down starts eating it. Whilst eating JEFF causally flicks across the screen of
his tablet as if surfing the web.

FIGURE
Lunch for a GoodLookingDan22

DAN
That’s me. Thanks, hang on.

DAN grabs his dishes from breakfast and exchanges them for a bag. From which he 
pulls out a receipt.

DAN
Yep that’s what I ordered.

The FIGURE takes the dishes and exits. Both eat their lunch, JEFF typing away, DAN
watching TV on his tablet.
A ringtone.  JEFF stops  typing  and picks  up  the  tablet,  puts  an  earphone  in  and
answers the call.

JEFF
Good Afternoon, MC Logistics, Jeff speaking. Jenny, how are you? Yeah fine thanks.
Yeah I got that just now. I had about a hundred emails this morning suddenly I’m

popular. Ok no worries I can do that. I’ll ask James to prioritise the Spilsbury
report, I’ll message him now. We can try and get it sent out by COB today. Great,

thanks.

JEFF takes out the earphone and starts typing again.

DAN finishes his lunch presses his tablet and puts his headphones on and stands up
listening to music the audience can not hear. He starts a bit of dancing but mainly
tries to do more press ups and squats and other exercises. He’s struggling but just
about gets there. After two or three of each he stands up and pulls his sleeve back to
check his muscles. Satisfied he takes his shirt off and begins to take selfies with his
tablet.  (He  is  averagely  fit,  nothing  special  probably  far  better  in  his  head  than
reality.) He starts uploading.

(CONTINUED)
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DAN
Right Bulldog22 let's see you beat this.

He starts typing on his tablet but saying what he is typing.

DAN
Just finished my work out for the day... got fifty press ups and feeling good.

He emphatically hits “send”.

DAN
That’ll get the ladies.

DAN puts  his  shirt  back  on,  puts  his  headphones  in  and  sits  back  on  his  desk
listening to music.

JEFF’s ringtone. He answers putting the earphone back in.

JEFF
Good Afternoon, MC Logistics, Jeff speaking. Nisha, how are you? Yeah fine thanks.
No, not yet. I’ve not heard from finance yet so until I do I can’t know if we are to go

ahead. Yes we’ve got a meeting scheduled tomorrow for that, do you want to be
linked in? Great I’ll let Jenny know. Thanks. Bye.

He hangs up and starts typing again.

DAN meanwhile has started dancing around the apartment.

A FIGURE dressed in  black (can’t  really  make out  anything  about them)  appears
outside of the JEFF’s Home carrying several paper “take away” bags.

FIGURE
Dinner for a DanDanYourSoFine-YourSoFineYouBlowMyMindHeyDanny7

DAN
That’s me. Thanks, hang on.

DAN grabs his dishes from lunch and exchanges them for a bag. From which he pulls
out a receipt.

DAN
Yep that’s what I ordered.

(CONTINUED)
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The figure takes the dishes and exits. DAN eats his dinner whilst now reading an e-
book or browsing the web.

JEFF stops typing. He puts his keyboard back in the box. Looks at the time on the
tablet and takes off his smart shirt and tie replacing it with a more casual but still
smart shirt.

JEFF, a little nervous, picks up the tablet and calls ELLIE.

ELLIE enters stage left and stands outside of JEFF’s Home, facing the audience, with
a tablet and headphones. She is dressed nicely from the waste up but has a similar
pair of jogging bottoms on to the others. Her tablet rings.

ELLIE
Hello?

JEFF
Hi Ellie, it’s Jeff I said I’d give you a call.

ELLIE

JeffWilson12? Hi, how are you?

JEFF
I’m fine thanks, just Jeff will do. It’s good to talk to you rather than just message.

How are you?

ELLIE
Yeah. Good yeah.

Awkward silence.

JEFF
So how was your day?

ELLIE
Good thanks, well my tablet’s memory is getting a bit slow so work is a bit painful.

JEFF
Are you looking to get another one?

(CONTINUED)
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ELLIE
No, I just need to upload some stuff to the cloud and have a sort out. Delete some

old stuff.

JEFF
That’s a genius idea. I was complaining about the same thing and thought I needed

to buy a new tablet and they’re really expensive, and my rents just gone up.

ELLIE
I do it every now and then; it’s incredible how much junk you acquire and how good
a clear out it is. Old films you think are worth downloading rather than streaming

and songs. I swear I’ve still got some stuff from last year, don’t know why I
downloaded it… And the amount of half-finished games.

JEFF
Sounds like mine.

ELLIE
And my sister’s a nightmare I’ve so many pictures of her children, she’d kill me if I

deleted then, but they just take up valuable space.

JEFF
How many has she got?

ELLIE
Two, she’s just had the second one. But seriously the moment they do anything, she

sends videos or pictures... it was bad enough when she just had the cats! I swear
half the internet is made up of her videos.

Awkward silence.

JEFF
So with cats and children and all that how does your sister cope? Sounds expensive.

DAN is  now watching  the  match  and  during the  conversation  between JEFF and
ELLIE he reacts to goals, near misses etc.

ELLIE
(a bit surprised as this is a personal question)

They bought. Her husband has a good job and she can still do a bit of work after
just having the baby. They’ve got a two roomer so they get by, though they had to

get rid of the cats. Tried to palm one off on me.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF
You’re not a cat person then?

ELLIE
I like them, but they never let them out of the apartment, they were worried for its
safety. I understand why but I also think that’s a bit cruel. I don’t want to do that.

Awkward silence.

JEFF
I had mice once. In my last apartment. I mean I didn’t plan for it but either you have

vermin or pets and I decided the later was better, so I just gave them names.

Awkward silence.

JEFF
So I hope you don’t think this is a bit forward but I was wondering if you wanted to

have dinner together? I can order some stuff to get sent to your address... Well yours
to your address and mine to mine, I’m not that forward.

ELLIE
Oh... Isn’t it a bit early for dinner?

JEFF
It’s seven o’clock.

ELLIE
Is it? It’s two o’clock. Where are you?

JEFF
London. Where are you?

ELLIE
New York.

JEFF
Really? You don’t sound American.

ELLIE
Well I am. I guess I watch a lot of British TV, it’s probably having an effect. When

you said you might call today. I thought you were just saying it. Sorry, I didn’t
realise you wanted a date...

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF
Oh, sorry I thought that’s why you were on the App.

ELLIE
Yeah yeah I am... it’s just now’s not a great time, you know? And as I said it’s a bit

early for offering dinner...

JEFF
Is that early as in two pm or “now” as in “not at this point in your life”?

ELLIE
Erm... sorry. Look I’m still in the middle of my working day, loads to do.

JEFF
Oh right... Ok I should go...

Both he and ELLIE hang up. ELLIE exits right.
 
JEFF disappointed just stands in the apartment.
 
DAN next door is still watching the match... there is a goal and he leaps up excited!

DAN
(Very loudly and unexpectedly)

YES! NICE GOAL! GET IN!

Hearing it through the wall it makes JEFF jump, so much so he drops his tablet in
surprise, which smashes to pieces.

JEFF
OH CRAP!

Hearing this DAN looks up annoyed at his neighbour.

END
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